Quantitative determination of cellulase concentration as distinct from cell concentration in studies of microbial cellulose utilization: analytical framework and methodological approach.
In analyzing microbial cellulose utilization, it would be useful to independently measure the mass concentration of cells and cellulase enzymes. Such measurements would allow investigation of the allocation of cellular resources between synthesis of cells and cellulase, in vivo cell- and cellulase-specific cellulose hydrolysis rates, and bioenergetics. Methodological protocols are not established for independent determination of cell and cellulase concentrations for the common case in which a substantial fraction of cellulase is attached to the cell surface. Alternative analytical approaches by which to develop such protocols are examined from the perspective of error minimization. For cell concentration measurement, acceptable accuracy is expected when the concentrations of a cell-specific component (e.g., DNA) is determined or when total protein is determined in conjunction with a measurement specific to cellulase. For cellulase concentration measurement, acceptable accuracy is expected when a measurement specific to cellulase such as ELISA is used. Several analytical approaches are rejected based on large expected errors.